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Within the neuroscience and computational neuroscience communities, applications such as 
evaluating different cognitive responses of the brain, brain-computer interface (BCI) systems 
and brain connectivity studies have increasingly been using EEG phase information during the 
past few decades. The utility of EEG phase can be directly linked to the neural propagation 
and synchronized firing of neuronal populations during different cognitive states of the brain. 
Nevertheless, it has previously been shown that phase of narrow-band (frequency specific) 
foreground EEG (desired) is prone to contain fake spikes and variations (unrelated to brain 
activity) in the presence of background spontaneous EEG and low SNRs of foreground 
EEG (the low-amplitude analytic signals or LAAS problem). Accordingly, extracting the 
instantaneous EEG phase sequence for further utilization upon interpreting the cognitive 
states of the brain using phase related quantities, such as instantaneous frequency, phase shift, 
phase resetting and phase locking value, is a very sensitive and rigorous process. In this study, 
a simple procedure is proposed to illustrate the effects of LAAS problem on the utility of 
EEG phase related quantities in aforementioned applications, also to investigate the reliability 
of interpretations of the brain’s cognitive states based on such quantities. Results show 
that, without a proper and effective solution strategy, such potential flaws lead to incorrect 
physiological and pathological interpretations.
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1. Introduction
Recent scientific model proposes that func-
tional integration is obtained within the brain 
due to the concept of neural assemblies. Neu-
ral assembly is known as a group of function-
ally interconnected neurons. The interaction 
between the neurons of an assembly (neuronal populations) 
are strong due to an amplified feedback mechanism called 
reentry [1]. The process of reentry requires specific timing 
relations, which induces neurons within an assembly to syn-
chronize their firing rates. This has led to an increased inter-
est in utilizing phase variables of the cerebral signals, par-
ticularly their synchronization in various applications within 
the area of computational and applied neuroscience [2]. 
A
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Some of these applications include the Brain-Computer In-
terface (BCI) systems [3, 4, 5], Event Related Potential (ERP) 
studies [6, 7, 8], assessing the connectivity within brain [9, 
10, 11, 2] and the study of brain’s cognitive responses [12, 
13, 14]. To use the complementary information embedded 
in phase of cerebral signals (over the traditional spectral am-
plitude), normally the Instantaneous Phase (IP) sequence is 
extracted and then, related quantities and features are elicited. 
The most popular phase-related quantities, particularly in the 
area of cognitive and computational neuroscience include: 
1 Instantaneous Frequency (IF), 2 Phase Difference (PD), 3 
Phase Shift (PS), 4 Phase Lock (PL), 5 Phase Resetting (PR) 
and 6 Phase-Locking Value (PLV).
The importance of phase related quantities can be linked 
to their vast application in many different physiological and 
pathological interpretations. For instance, phase differences 
of electroencephalogram (EEG) are used to calculate the Di-
rectional Coherence between brain records, which is a mea-
sure of the directional flow of information between two EEG 
electrode sites [15, 16]. Moreover, EEG phase differences are 
also used in estimating the conduction velocities and synaptic 
integration times in different directions within brain regions 
[17, 18, 19]. Furthermore, phase resetting is an indicator of 
the dynamic balance between Event Related Synchronization 
(ERS) and Desynchronization (ERD) in EEG records.
As reported in previous studies, having a balanced ERS/
ERD events association is essential for normal brain func-
tion and the abnormal balance is associated with pathological 
conditions such as epilepsy [20, 21], dementia [22, 23], au-
tism [24] and many more [25, 26]. Additionally, phase reset 
in cerebral signals has been correlated to several frequency 
bands during different cognitive responses such as working 
memory [27, 28, 29], brain development [17], intelligence 
[30, 31], consciousness [32, 33, 34], sensory-motor interac-
tions [36] and others [37, 38]. Also, phase shift events are 
of great interest in brain-connectivity measurements [2]. Ac-
cordingly, it can be concluded that phase-related quantities 
are well-known and vastly used in real-world neuroscience 
research and practice owing to the clear and important physi-
ological and pathological information they provide.
The reliable calculation of phase-related variables with re-
spect to the brain activity is highly dependent on estimating 
an accurate and meaningful measure of the instantaneous 
phase sequence of the EEG signal. Nevertheless, it has been 
shown that phase of narrow-band (frequency specific) fore-
ground EEG (desired task related signal) may potentially 
contain fake spikes and variations (unrelated to the brain ac-
tivity) in the presence of background spontaneous EEG and 
low SNRs of foreground EEG [39]. 
Accordingly, IP estimation is a very sensitive and rigorous 
task due to two major obstacles: 1 making the phase sequence 
frequency-specific and narrowing signal’s spectral support as 
much as possible and 2 dealing with unavoidable and undeni-
able fake phase-jumps spread throughout the phase sequence 
due to the low foreground SNRs. Herein, we refer to this 
problem as low-Amplitude Analytic Signals (LAAS).
The problem associated with the first obstacle is that ex-
tracted phase from a wide frequency-band could be pointless 
[40]. For this purpose, filtering and narrowing the frequency 
support of EEG signal is the initial step in every phase extrac-
tion method; nevertheless, a filter with very thin Band Width 
(BW) or Transition Band (TB) could have very unstable be-
havior due to its corresponding high-order and long-impulse 
response (FIR filters). This instability leads to obtaining quite 
different phase measures with slightly changing the filter’s 
parameters or having additional uncorrelated noise sources. 
Consequently, trying to have a meaningful and reliable phase 
sequence (narrowing the frequency support of signal as much 
as possible) might result in having fake information in phase 
of cerebral signals which are not related to the brain activity. 
In addition, it has been previously shown that low values of 
amplitude in analytic signals (foreground or desired activity) 
is a major source of spikes and jumps throughout the captured 
instantaneous phase sequence [39]. This notorious problem 
which is referred to as phase-slipping, leads to incorrect clini-
cal interpretations of phase related quantities [39, 41].
The purpose of this study is to illustrate the effects of the 
Low-Amplitude Analytic Signal (LAAS) problem on the 
utility of the EEG phase related quantities in the mentioned 
applications and also to investigate the reliability of interpre-
tations upon the brain’s cognitive responses based on such 
quantities in order to show their potential impact on the re-
lated previous clinical studies.
In this section, first the conventional EEG phase estimation 
procedure is reviewed and then the basic principles underly-
ing the LAAS issue are discussed.
Conventional phase estimation method based on 
analytic signal
The traditional phase extraction procedure consists of two 
steps including: 1Frequency filtering and narrowing signal’s 
spectral support, and 2Estimating the phase sequence from 
complex representation of the filtered signal through one of 
the existing tools such as Fourier Transform (FT), Hilbert 
Transform (HT), Wavelet Transform (WT), etc.
In traditional procedures, Finite Impulse-Response (FIR) 
filters are widely used for the first step due to their linear 
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phase-response [42, 43, 44]. For phase estimation step, it is 
important to choose a method which is accurate enough not 
to violate theoretical conditions essential for having a reliable 
instantaneous phase. The most commonly used method for 
the phase estimation is to use the analytic signal representa-
tion of the narrow-band signal [40]. Accordingly, for the sig-
nal x(t), its analytical form is defined as follows [45, 46, 47]:
Z-x(t)=x(t)+jH{x(t)}
where H{x(t)} is the Hilbert transform of x(t). Using the 
analytic signal representation, the Instantaneous Amplitude 
(IA) and instantaneous phase (IP) pair are uniquely defined 
as below:
ax(t)=  zx(t)  = x(t)
2+H{x(t)}2
øx(t)=arctan(
H{x(t)}
x(t)
)
Unless the signal has a narrow-band spectral support, 
the pair (ax(t), øx(t)) do not convey significant information 
regarding the accurate activity of the brain [45, 46]. Ac-
cordingly, the narrow-band filtering step is essential when 
EEG phase-related quantities are used to interpret cogni-
tive states of the brain.
The Low-amplitude Analytic Signal (LAAS) prob-
lem in estimating phase of a signal
The problem of EEG IP analysis has been mainly studied 
within a deterministic framework, without (systematically) 
considering the effects of the EEG amplitude and back-
ground EEG activity in IP and IF estimation. In order to show 
the motivation of the current study, a synthetic signal diluted 
by additive noise is shown in Figure 1. The signal model is 
as follows:
y(t)=[t mod 0.7]cos(2π ʃ tf(�)d�)+n(t)
0
where f(t)=15 sin (2n x 0.8t)+30Hz is the instantaneous 
frequency and n(t) is white Gaussian noise with a variance 
adjusted to set the SNR of y(t) to 25 dB. According to the 
Figure 1, random phase jumps and instantaneous frequency 
(first order time derivative of instantaneous phase in Equa-
tion 3) errors concurrent with low values of analytical signal 
amplitude (low signal-tonoise ratios) are inevitable.
Figure 1. Top row: A synthetic signal and its analytical form envelope in dashed lines; Second row: The instantaneous phase; 
third row: The estimated instantaneous frequency (first order time derivative of instantaneous phase in equation 3) and the 
true instantaneous frequency in dashed lines; Last row: The phasor representation of the analytical form during low amplitude 
(left) and (high amplitude) segments of the signal. The two lines starting from the origin, indicate two successive phasors in 
both cases. The random phase jumps and instantaneous frequency errors in low analytical signal amplitudes are notable.
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The LAAS can be considered as a major source of fake 
variations in phase of EEG signals. Because of back-
ground spontaneous EEG, as depicted in Figure 2, IP sig-
nal derived from the analytic form of EEG signal is prone 
to contain fake jumps and spikes at time instants that the 
analytic narrow-band signal amplitude has a low value 
[39, 41,47, 40, 48].
Some robust findings with regard to the underlying 
mathematical aspects of LAAS problem are presented in 
[39] and [41]. Accordingly, since the majority of jumps 
and spikes detected in phase of cerebral signals are sus-
ceptible to be generated or elevated by the LAAS and are 
not related to the brain activity, further considerations are 
required. Nevertheless, this notorious problem has been 
under-attended or ignored in earlier studies.
2. Material and Methods
To investigate the potential effects of LAAS on phase 
related quantities and discuss its consequences in clini-
cal applications, first, a diversity of popular phase relat-
ed quantities are calculated. Accordingly, the effects of 
LAAS on phase signals are ignored, i.e. potential fake 
jumps and variations are detected and then discarded, and 
once again similar phase quantities are calculated and 
compared with the previous ones. In this way, possible 
effects of LAAS will be shown. In the following, first the 
traditional phase estimation procedure, utilized to calcu-
late phase quantities, is detailed. Furthermore, a simple 
procedure is suggested to discard the effects of LAAS 
and eventually, the popular phase related quantities are 
elaborated to further inspect the influence of LAAS on 
their ambiguity.
Phase estimation procedure
In order to estimate the phase signal by the aforemen-
tioned conventional method, a FIR filter with pass-
band, band-width and transition band-width equal to 
BW=TB=0.5 Hz, maximum pass-band ripple of PRP=1 
dB and minimum stop-band attenuation of SRP=50  dB is 
used. Thereby, Hilbert transform is applied to the narrow-
banded signal to form the analytic representation and cal-
culate the instantaneous EEG parameters, i.e. IP and IA, 
using equations [1-3].
LAAS-D phase estimation
To show the effects of LAAS, the traditional phase es-
timation method is reused with a minor change in proce-
dure where an additional step has beenwas added to dis-
Figure 2. Top panel: A raw 60 s EEG signal used for phase estimation. Middle panel: The Instantaneous Amplitude (IA) de-
rived from analytic form of signal. Bottom panel: The phase derivative, i.e. instantaneous frequency, of 7 Hz captured from the 
phase sequence extracted through the analytic signal
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card the effects of LAAS. For this purpose, after forming 
the analytic representation, the LAAS time instants are 
detected. Accordingly, the corresponding phase values in 
estimated phase sequence, i.e. concurrent with detected 
time instants, are simply discarded. Herein, the phase and 
its related quantities captured in this way are called Low-
Amplitude Analytic Signal Discarded (LAAS-D)phase 
information. A simple procedure to calculate the LAAS-D 
phase is elaborated in Figure3.
The threshold value Th depends on the utilized dataset, 
the intended application and the phase extraction proce-
dure itself. Thus, Th is completely subjective and has to 
be chosen empirically.
Phase-related quantity measurements and quantify-
ing the LAAS effects
The next step is to calculate the phase features through both 
the conventional phase estimation method and its LAASdis-
carded version. The most popular phase-related quantities in-
vestigated here are: 1 Phase Derivative (PD) or Instantaneous 
Frequency (IF) in single channel mode, 2 Phase Shift (PS), 
3 Phase Lock (PL), 4 Phase Resetting (PR) and 5 Phase-
locking Value (PLV). Studied quantities are divided into two 
separate groups based on their definitions and application of 
interest. Table 1 illustrates the mathematical definitions of 
utilized phasequantities in single and multi-channel modes. 
In order to make the results reproducible, an EEG phase 
Table 1. Popular phase-related quantities, including: 1-Phase Derivative (PD) or Instantaneous Frequency (IF) in single chan-
nel mode, 2- Phase Shift (PS), 3- Phase Lock (PL), 4- Phase Resetting (PR) and 5- Phase-locking Value (PLV). The first three rows 
are clustered as Group one and PLV is considered as Group Two. Th is threshold value for calculating phase shift events (red 
dashed-lines in Figure 3)
Figure 3. Calculating the LASS-D Phase Sequence.
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analysis toolbox related to this study, providing functions for 
estimating IP and IA of EEG signal and also various func-
tions for measuring aforementioned phase related features, 
is available online in the Open-Source Electrophysiological 
Toolbox (OSET) [49, 50].
Phase-related quantities group one
Phase Derivative (PD) is one of most common and well-
known phase-related quantities used in analyzing the phase 
of cerebral signals. It can be calculated both in single and 
multichannel modes as represented in Table 1. In single 
channel case, for a signal x(t), the PDs is computed as first-
order time derivative of the phase sequence and i propor-
tional to instantaneous frequency of x(t). For the continuous 
time signals:
PDs(t)=
døx(t)
dt
where the øx(t) is the instantaneous phase sequence of x(t) 
captured at frequency f. In multi-channel case, PDm is calcu-
lated as the phase difference between two signals x(t) and 
y(t) as below:
PDm(t)=øx(t)-øy(t)
We simply use the notation PD for both single and multi-
channel cases.
Phase Shift (PS)
Phase shift events are generated by a significant displace-
ment between the phase sequences of two signals (multi-
channel) or a significant abrupt increase or decrease in phase 
of a signal (single channel). As represented in Table 1, cal-
culating the PS events consists of, first detecting the phase-
displacements or phase-jumps, and then choosing the most 
significant ones as the PS events [30, 51, 52]. Accordingly, 
the first step in computing the phase shift events for continu-
ous time signals is to calculate the d(t) as,
d(t)= d(PD(t))
dt
and then the PS can be obtained as follows:
A
t:PS=d(t) d(t)≥th
where Th is the threshold used to discriminate between sig-
nificant and non-significant displacements or jumps. Accord-
ingly, the times t corresponding to PS components obtained 
from Equation above demonstrate the phase shift events.
Phase Lock (PL)
Phase locked signals have two equal or closely related 
phase sequences. In the case of spontaneous or ongoing ce-
rebral signals where there is no evoking stimulus, a near zero 
first derivative of PD demonstrates phase lock [30, 51, 52]. 
In other words, PL is the counterpart of PS. Therefore, after 
calculating the d(t) as represented in previous page, the PL 
can be computed as follows:
A
t:PL=d(t) d(t)≤th
where similarly, the times t corresponding to PL compo-
nents obtained from Equation above shows the phase lock 
events.
Phase Resetting (PR)
 Basically, phase resetting is made up of a phase shift fol-
lowed by a phase difference stability, i.e. phase lock [53]. 
Thus, each pair of PS and PL, starting from the beginning of 
the PS and finishing by the end of PL (beginning of the next 
PS), is called a phase reset. Figure 4 shows the PR, PL, and 
PS events calculated for a signal.
Figure 4. Phase Resetting (PR), Phase Lock (PL) and Phase Shift (PS) events captured from a 400 ms segment signal. The dashed
red lines show the assumed threshold (Th) for measuring PS.
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Phase-related quantities group two
Phase-locking Value (PLV) is one of most common quanti-
ties used in analyzing phase of a signal which describes how 
much the difference between phases of two signals is con-
stant. In order to calculate PLV, there are three main steps 
summarized as follow [43, 54]: 1 Calculating a sequence 
consisting instantaneous frequency-specific phase values 
within a temporal window,  2Determining the instantaneous 
phase-differences (in frequency f and time t), and 3 Quanti-
fying the local stability of this phase-differences across trials 
of cerebral signals.
Accordingly, the stability of phase-differences between sig-
nals, x(t) and y(t), can be quantified as below [43].
PLV(f)=  1/T ∑ exp(j(t, f)-øy(t, f))) 
T
t=1
where T is the length of windowed trials. PLV varies be-
tween 0 and 1, where 0 indicates two completely non-syn-
chronized signals and 1 shows a complete synchronization 
[43, 54].
In order to investigate the effects of LAAS on PLV mea-
surements, the PLV values are calculated between each pair 
of EEG channels (i.e. pairwise PLV) in a desired frequency f 
and stored in PLV matrix PLVf as below [11]:
PLV=
PlV11     PlV12      .     .      Plv1j
PlV21     PlV22      .     .      Plv2j
PlVi1     PlVi2      .     .      Plvij
      .        .            .     .         .
      .        .            .     .         .
where i and j vary with number of EEG channels (PLVnxn 
in n-channel EEG signal). Each value PLVij shows the cal-
culated PLV between channels i-th and j-th in intended fre-
quency f. In this study, PLV values for different frequencies 
within alpha and beta bands are calculated
Quantifying the PLV variations due to LAAS
The Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) is calculated as 
a reference quantity to detect PLV variations due to LAAS. 
The underlying reason is that, MSC and phase synchroni-
zation (i.e. PLV) provide essentially the same information. 
As reported in previous studies complete synchrony is mani-
fested by highly coherent phases [55]. The conventional ap-
proach for computing MSC is based on weighted windowing 
of the Fourier Transform (FT) of signals [56, 58]. Assuming 
x(t) and y(t) to be two random processes (two EEG channels 
in this study), the MS Cf can be obtained using the power 
spectral densities in frequency f through Equation [56].
Cxy=|MSCf|
2=
|PSDxy(f)|
2
PSDxx(f)PSDyy(f)
Similar to PLV, MSC varies between 0 and 1, where 
MSCf=1 denotes highly coherent signals in frequency of f 
and vice versa. Accordingly, MSCf is calculated between 
each possible pair of EEG channels in chosen frequencies, 
and the results are stored in a matrix similar to PLVf in Equa-
tion 11. Accordingly, correlation indices are used to quantify 
the relations between PLV and MSC matrices. To this end, 
two different correlations indices, namely Pearson linear 
correlation and Spearman rank-order (nonlinear) correlation, 
are employed. The Pearson correlation evaluates the strength 
of a linear association between two variables. The Spearman 
correlation evaluates the monotonic relationship between 
two variables. In a monotonic relation, the variables tend to 
change together, but not necessarily at a constant rate.
In this study, Pearson and Spearman correlations are used 
to detect both linear and nonlinear associations between PLV 
and MSC matrices. As such, the correlation results can re-
veal the possible effects of low-amplitude analytic signals in 
PLV measurements.
3. Results 
Our present dataset includes 5 trials of 128channel EEG 
recordings of 4 different subjects recorded when submit-
ted to visual stimuli. Steady-state Visual Evoked Potentials 
(SSVEP) were sampled at 256Hz and three different SSVEP 
stimulation frequencies are available (i.e. 8Hz, 14Hz and 
28Hz). A complete description is represented in number [57].
Illustrating the LAAS effects on phase-related quan-
tities group one
The quantities described in the first group of phase features 
are calculated using both the conventional phase estima-
tion procedure and its LAAS discarded version foparticular 
frequencies, i.e. 8 Hz of alpha band. The effects of LAAS 
(i.e. low foreground SNR) on single channel EEG phase pa-
rameters is illustrated in Figure 5. Despite the first 3 seconds 
where the estimations are affected by the transient effect of 
FIR filter in frequency filtering, as depicted, only 2 out of 
28 detected phase shift events, are not concurrent with low 
values of foreground amplitude and possibly have physi-
ological origins. According to Figure 5, a significant part of 
the detected phase shift events from cerebral signals are not 
related to the brain activity and are just merely side effects of 
the utilized conventional phase estimation procedure.
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For multi-channel investigation, two EEG channels of a 
recording in introduced dataset are used. Results are summa-
rized in Figure 6. As illustrated, similarly, the LAAS effects 
on phase quantities are undeniable and phase resetting pat-
terns significantly changed after discarding the phase values 
concurrent with LAAS time instants. Therefore, once again, 
we encountered that physiological information embedded in 
the EEG phase highly affected by side effects of the con-
Figure 5. The low-amplitude analytic signal effects on first group of phase-related quantities in a single-channel EEG record-
ing. Panels demonstrate instantaneous amplitude, phase difference, phase shift (lock) and phase resetting events from top to 
bottom, respectively. The red dashed-line represents a threshold for detecting low values of amplitude. The phase shift events 
concurrent with LAAS (red arrows) are notable
Figure 6. The low-amplitude analytic signal effects on first group of phase-related quantities in multi-channel EEG recording. 
Panels show instantaneous amplitudes of both channels (first and second), multi-channel PDs of conventional and LAAS-D 
phase estimates (third and fourth) and their corresponding PS events (bottom left side) and PR (bottom right side). Notice the 
change in PR patterns after discarding the phase values concurrent with LAAS time instants.
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ventional and widely-used phase estimation procedure. Con-
sequently, interpretations such as associating phase resetting 
and phase shift to cognitive responses in brain would require 
further investigations for the proof of integrity.
Illustrating the LAAS effects on phase-related quantities 
group two
For this part, the results of a new robust phase estimation 
method, namely Transfer Function Perturbation (TFP) phase 
estimation method, proposed in [41] is also presented and 
compared with conventional method for further discussions. 
In this Monte Carlo estimation based method, the quality 
of phase measure is improved through generating random 
ensembles of IP by perturbing the estimations parameters 
with infinitesimal variations. TFP also modifies the filtering 
procedure and tools (e.g. IIR zero-phase forward-backward 
filtering) to prevent information leak of EEG phase caused 
by filtering step. A complete description of TFP method is 
provided in our earlier study [41]. Herein, we use a function 
generated by the authors of a recent report [41], to implement 
the TFP method provided in a related report [50]. 
The linear and nonlinear correlation results for pair-
wise synchronizations over cortical records of three 
subjects in employed dataset are calculated through 
aforementioned EEG phase estimation methods with 
respect to three different frequency components in al-
pha and beta rhythms (i.e. 8, 14, and 28 Hz) and are 
illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
The differences between results of different methods, 
namely, TFP, conventional phase estimation method and 
its LAAS discarded version, should be highlighted. As an 
observation made here, interpretations of phase synchrony 
(one of the most important indexes in assessing cerebral con-
nectivity) in cortical records is highly dependent on phase 
estimation procedure.
4. Discussion
The focus of current study was discussing the reliability of 
EEG phase information in cognitive interpretations. The im-
pact of this investigation within the neuroscience community 
mostly includes applications such as assessing connectivity 
within the brain, brain cognitive response studies and BCI 
systems which widely employ phase information embedded 
in the cortical brain records.
Figure 7. The linear (Pearson) correlation results for pairwise synchronizations over cortical records of three subjects in em-
ployed dataset. Notice the differences between different methods. Interpretation of phase synchrony in cortical records is 
highly dependent to the phase estimation procedure.
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Instantaneous phase estimation in low foreground SNR 
(low amplitudes of desired activity), is prone to be unreliable 
due to background spontaneous EEG noise [39]. It has been 
reported that phase values in time instants concurrent with 
low values of analytic amplitude are unreliable and cannot 
be linked to physiological origins within brain [39, 41]. As 
discussed, the LAAS effects on calculating the phase-related 
quantities are inevitable [39, 41].
Herein, we proposed a simple approach to inspect the ef-
fects of LAAS on calculating phase related features and il-
lustrate their potential impact on clinical interpretations using 
these quantities. The results showed that, the information in 
EEG phase is significantly affected by LAAS problem and 
a majority of variations in phase quantities are merely side 
effects of adopted phase estimation procedure. Therefore, 
physiological interpretations previously proposed using these 
quantities require more investigations for proof of integrity.
5. Conclusions
The current study reveals that interpreting the cerebral 
signals’ phase information without considering the am-
plitude can lead to unreliable and incorrect clinical re-
sults. For instance, studying the brain’s epileptic activity 
using EEG phase information [20, 21], or interpreting 
the brain’s different cognitive states as in some earlier 
studies [27, 28, 29, 17, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] are very likely 
to be affected by LAAS and phase estimation proce-
dures. Perhaps, this could be the underlying reason of 
opposite results reported in mentioned references.
As discussed, one way of preventing this ambiguity is to 
consider the amplitude of foreground desired signal along-
side with the estimated phase. For this purpose, a statistical 
approach is proposed [39] where confidence intervals based 
on analytic envelope are computed for IP measures and the 
variations of phase quantities within these intervals are con-
sidered normal (as a random variable) and unrelated to the 
brain activity. This approach can significantly increase the 
quality of clinical interpretations using the EEG phase in-
formation. Moreover, another approach may include using 
robust cerebral phase estimation methods such as TFP [41] 
to enhance the quality of phase signals and reduce the side 
effects of estimation procedures.
Figure 7. The nonlinear (Spearman) correlation results for pair wise synchronizations over cortical records of three subjects in 
employed data set. Notice the differences between different methods. Interpretation of phase synchrony in cortical records is 
highly dependent on the phase estimation procedure.
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